Department of Anthropology

Spring Quarter 2016 Events

04/21 12:00 PM Ethnicity & Diaspora Colloquium
Neferti Tadiar - Barnard College
Amber Musser - Washington U
John Evans Alumni Center

05/04 5:00 PM Latino/a Studies Talk
Jonathan Rosa - Stanford
I914 Sheridan Rd. Conference Room

05/09 3:00 PM Anthropology Colloquium
Dolores Koenig - American U

05/11 4:00 PM MENA Books Celebration
Jessica Winegar - Northwestern U
600 Haven Street

05/16 3:00 PM Anthropology Colloquium
Peter Schmidt - U of Florida

06/16 3:00 PM PhD/MFA Hooding Ceremony
Cahn Auditorium

06/17 9:30 AM Graduation Commencement
Ryan Field

06/17 2:00 PM Graduation Party

06/18 II:30 AM WCAS Convocation
Ryan Field

Unless otherwise noted, all events will take place in the Anthropology Department, I810 Hinman, Room I04